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Summary  
This deliverable describes the results of an internship at the‘Information Visualization and Visual 

Analytics’ department of the German Fraunhofer Institute. We describe the process of building a 

visualization system with which people can see patterns in various sorts of sensor data that can be 

collected in their daily lives. Possibilities for valorising the results are investigated. The business 

models are built in cooperation with the Fraunhofer intitute. 

(https://www.igd.fraunhofer.de/en/Institut/Abteilungen/IVA) 
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1 Introduction 
According to recent research by TNO more and more employees are in danger of burn-out (13% of 

the employees now have symptoms of burn-out). The question that arises is: Are there warning signs 

that can help prevent becoming burned out and stay healthy? Nowadays, a great amount of 

personal sensor data is easily recorded. The challenge is to interpret this data and make it insightful 

for the individual. In SWELL we want to help people detect unhealthy working and living patterns 

themselves. 

Visual analytics combines visualization techniques with machine learning in order to provide humans 

insights into large multidimensional datasets. With visual analytics an employee can “browse” 

through all his data and find interesting patterns which give him insight in behavioural aspects that 

are a potential danger to his well-being. The employee could for example learn that the feeling of 

stress fluctuates and is especially high when the sensors measure: high amounts of task switching, a 

bad sitting posture and little physical activity.  

A prototype visual-analytics system has value: 

1) as a product for consumers, and  

2) as a tool for researchers to get insights in big datasets to build better machine learning 

algorithms.  

The ‘SWELL Visualization Browser’ can make employees more aware of healthy and unhealthy 

patterns of working and living and can enable them to take care of their well-being before they get ill 

(e.g. burn-out). 

2 Technology 
In SWELL WP3 we have mainly focused on collecting raw sensor data and applying machine learning 

to interpret this data. Until now, we did not work that much on the front-end, the visualization of 

the data for communicating insights to the user. This, however, is an important step to take for 

making a useful system.  

To our knowledge, no such advanced visualization system for personal feedback on a vast collection 

of personal health-related sensor data is developed yet. In health care, the focus is mostly on clinical 

data, e.g. to get insights into a specific illness and the effects of a treatment. We focus on visualizing 

data for a (healthy) individual. In the area of cognitive engineering, systems for control rooms are 

developed in which large amounts of data are visualized for the operators. We focus on analysis and 

visualization of data for self-management of well-being. In the quantified self community lots of 

(sensor) data is collected. However, as often a do-it-yourself approach is taken, in depth research on 

appropriate data visualization is sparse. 

  



3 Research results 
During the 3 month internship at the Fraunhofer IGD, work on Visual analytics and Information 

visualization was done. We will shortly present the results in the next two sections.  

3.1 Visual analytics 
In the Visual analytics part we focused on using data visualization for finding interesting patterns in 

the data. For our analyses, we used the previously collected SWELL Knowledge Work dataset, with 

data on computer activity, facial expressions, posture, physiology and subjective experience (for 

more information see: http://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/SWELL-KW/Dataset.html).  

The ‘SWELL-KW dataset Browser’ was implemented, to make the dataset visually browsable (Fig1; 

accessible at: 

http://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/Visualization/ExperimentBrowser/Generic/Gantt_and_Numeric.html).  

 

Figure 1 - ‘SWELL-KW dataset browser’ – The user can browse through various sorts of (interpreted) sensor 

data of 25 participants. 

http://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/SWELL-KW/Dataset.html
http://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/Visualization/ExperimentBrowser/Generic/Gantt_and_Numeric.html


As the set of available sensor data features was very large (>200), we decided to apply feature 

selection methods to find a subset of most informative features to gain insight into work behaviour. 

We found that for predicting mental effort, mainly facial expression features were informative. We 

plotted the best features over time, expecting to see clear trends. However, these plots did not 

seem insightful yet. Three main challenges were identified: 

1. many fluctuations in the sensor data over time, 
2. individual differences between users, and 
3. difficulties in visualizing Facial Action Units and Postures insightfully. 

 
To address fluctuations over time (1) we tried using a moving average. 

To investigate individual differences (2) we applied clustering methods to the data. We found several 

clusters for the different sorts of data: Users differed e.g. in their computer behaviour or in the facial 

expressions that were typical for them. We tried to normalize the data to make participants better 

comparable: we looked at changes in behaviour compared to ‘average’ behaviour (types faster than 

usual, eyes more tight than usual or moves more than usual) instead of the behaviour itself. Still 

individual differences emerge (see Fig2). 

To address (3) and visualize Facial Action Units, we decided to use a heat map to display several 

Facial Action features at once (Fig2). Moreover, we investigated whether we could apply a Self-

organizing Map (SOM) to find typical combinations of facial activity (= facial expressions) that are 

related to high mental effort. The idea is that rendering typical facial expressions is probably more 

insightful than simple line charts of Facial Action Units’ activation levels.  

 

Figure 2: Heat map visualization for facial activity data of 2 different users. Different facial regions show 

changes in activity. 

 

Regarding Visual analytics, it might be interesting to a) implement parts of this pipeline as Visual 

analytics tool to make similar (behavioural) research easier and b) to integrate visualizations into 

existing analysis procedures to gain additional insights into the data. 

 



3.2 Information Visualization 
In the Information visualization part we focused on creating insightful visualizations. During the 

internship, several visualizations were made for different datasets. D3 was used in combination with 

JavaScript, html and css to make browser-based visualizations (http://d3js.org/).  

Some examples of visualizations made are shown below (Fig3 - 5). All visualizations can be found at: 

http://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/Visualization/  

Figure 3 shows a visualization of our (longitudinal) subjective experience data. The data was 

collected with the SWELL subjective input app, with which the user could input his energy level, 

mood and stress. The larger the circle, the more stress the user had experienced. The more red the 

circle the more negative did the user feel. The lower the circle, the less energetic the user felt. Many 

big, red, low circles thus indicate stressful periods. 

 

       Figure 3 - Visualization of (longitudinal) subjective experience data. Many big, red, low circles thus indicate 

stressful periods. Small, green, high circles indicate ‘feel good’ periods. 

 

Figure 4 depicts a visualization of the correlations found in the SWELL-KW dataset. On the circle, 

several variables are depicted. The variables from the questionnaire are shown in red, physiological 

variables in grey, variables resulting from facial expression analysis are depicted in green and 

computer logging variables in yellow. When a correlation above 0.3 was found in the data, a 

connection is drawn between two variables. The visualization is interactive: on hovering over a 

variable, all its connections become highlighted. The other connections in the circle then disappear 

for better visibility. In the image you see many connections between variables of the same source 

(same colour). More interesting, however, are connections between variables of different sources. 

Ideally we would want to infer the subjective experience as measured in the questionnaire with 

sensors. Especially the relations between questionnaire variables (red) and variables resulting from 

facial expression analysis (green) seem promising.  

http://d3js.org/
http://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/Visualization/


 

Figure 4: Interactive visualization of the correlations found in the SWELL-KW dataset (accessible here: 

http://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/Visualization/ExperimentAnalysis/CircleCorrelation-noKinect.html) 

 

Figure 5 shows a heat map of our Kinect movement data. It is depicted how much more or less 

movement a participant shows, compared to his average. Data is shown for the neutral condition, 

interruption condition and time pressure condition (left to right). In the image you see that different 

patterns emerge. This person for example shows more bodily movement under time pressure. 

 

http://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/Visualization/ExperimentAnalysis/CircleCorrelation-noKinect.html


 

Figure 5 – Heat map of Kinect movement data. It is depicted how much more (green) or less (red) movement a 

participant shows, compared to his average. This person shows more bodily movement under time pressure. 

 

Regarding Information Visualization, the developed visualizations might be interesting to use in 

sensor data collection platforms to look into collected data and spot interesting patterns. This can be 

of value for as well a) developers of smart algorithms as b) end users.  

 

3.3 Conclusions 
The results of this internship may be interesting for our commercial SWELL partners.  Insights gained 

might be used to develop software to support research of behaviour. Moreover, we could build 

visualizations for the collected sensor data. In section 4 we will describe a business model canvas. 

  



4 Business model canvas 
As valorisation activity, we use the business model canvas (by Alexander Osterwalder) to investigate 

how the insights and expertise gained during the Visual Analytics Internship may be of value for 

business.  

Method 

First, I (Saskia Koldijk, TNO & intern at Fraunhofer) had a brainstorm session on valorisation with 

Wessel Kraaij (SWELL project leader, TNO) and Mark Neerincx (PhD promoter, TU Delft). This session 

resulted in several interesting directions for valorising the results of the internship. Then these ideas 

were further discussed with Jörn Kohlhammer (head of Fraunhofer IVA group). The result was a 

more focused selection of potential customers/ users and the products we could develop for them. 

Finally, a session with Sebastian Maier (Fraunhofer IVA, experienced with business models) was 

organized. In this session we filled in the business model canvas. The result is depicted in Figure 6. In 

this chapter we give detail on each of the fields of the canvas. 

(Information taken from https://canvanizer.com/new/business-model-canvas ) 

 

Figure 6 – Filled in Business Model Canvas. 

 

4.1 Business idea 
We think a visual-analytics system has value  1) as a tool for researchers to get insights in data. We 

see potential to integrate visualizations and analysis support into the Noldus facial expression 

analysis tool ‘FaceReader’ or their data analysis tool ‘The Observer XT’. Visual analytics can improve 

the analysis of behavioural data and can help in finding interesting patterns.  Moreover, data 

visualization has value 2) as a product for consumers. We see potential to integrate new kinds of 

visualizations into the Sense applications. Instead of separate line or bar charts, the large amount of 

collected data might be depicted in a heat map showing several variables at once with patterns 

emerging. Moreover, the system could depict correlations between different data sources. 

https://canvanizer.com/new/business-model-canvas


4.2 Customer segments 
“Which classes are you creating values for?”, “Who is your most important customer?” 

Option1: Commercial partner Noldus  

- Expanding their software for research of behaviour 

- End users: scientists 

Noldus as a company develops software to support behaviour research. Their products include the 

facial analysis software ‘FaceReader’ and a behaviour analysis tool ‘The Observer XT’. Data 

visualization and visual analytics modules might be an interesting add-on. These modules could help 

researcher to gain better insight in the behaviour data and provide better means to analyse this 

data. 

Option2: Commercial partner Sense 

- Building visualizations for the data they collect 

- End user: Sense developer/ analyst; or: user of Sense service 

Sense as a company provides a platform that enables the collection of various sorts of sensor data. 

Their products include viewers for the collected (raw) data. New visualizations could be added to 

provide better insights into the data. 

 

4.3 Value propositions 
“What core value do you deliver to the customer?”, “Which customer needs are you satisfying?” 

a) Concept & Evaluation (for commercial partner) 

For the commercial partners, we (TNO) provide the concept, which also will be evaluated. We did 

research on a multimodal dataset, including data from computer logging, physiological sensors, 

facial activity and posture. By applying visual analytics methodology we investigated how to best 

analyse this kind of data. We also investigated visualizations possibilities. 

b) Better analysis possibilities (for end user) 

For end users, we provide better analysis possibilities. Data visualization helps to see structures in 

the data. This insight can help behavioural researchers, as well as programmers of smart inference 

algorithms, as end users who want insight into their personal data. 

 

4.4 Key activities 
“What key activities does your value proposition require?” 

a) Developing concept(s) further 



The current concepts can be developed further, by working out a use case. When a specific end user 

task is specified, data visualization and visual analytics modules can be tailored. In a user study its 

effectiveness can be evaluated. 

b) Contact with customer & sales  

To incorporate new solutions into an existing product palette, contact with the customer and 

collaboration with their developers is necessary. Contact to the sales department should be 

established, to decide how the product will be put to the market. 

 

4.5 Key resources 

“What key resources does your value proposition require?” 

Knowledge owner (me) 

The most important resource is the knowledge owner, who conducted the research during the Visual 

Analytics internship.  

TNO Media Mining colleagues 

Moreover, colleagues at the Media Mining group who share background and expertise might be 

potential additional or alternative resources. 

 

4.6 Key Partners 
“Who are your key partners/suppliers?”, “What are the motivations for the partnerships?” 

Noldus/ Sense 

We see the ‘customer’ in this canvas (Noldus or Sense) also as a ‘partner’. There already is 

cooperation with these partners in the SWELL project. Moreover, integrating solutions with their 

product palette requires collaboration. 

Fraunhofer Information Visualization & Visual Analytics group (VAS) 

The group where the internship took place (Fraunhofer VAS) is also an interesting partner for 

collaboration. They have expertise in the field of Visual Analytics and Information Visualization. 

Moreover, they have experience in applying this knowledge commercially with customers. 

 

4.7 Customer relationships 
“What relationship does the target customer expect you to establish?” 

We already collaborate with the potential customers (Noldus & Sense) within the SWELL project. The 

relation with the customer will be personal contact.  

 



4.8 Distribution channel 
“Through which channels do your customers want to be reached?” 

We will have contact with our potential customers via face-to-face meetings, email and phone. 

 

4.9 Cost structure 
“What are the most cost in your business?” 

The main costs are personnel costs. 

 

4.10 Revenue streams 
“For what value are your customers willing to pay?” 

Ideas based on TNO research will be implemented in Noldus or Sense software. It still has to be 

established what the exact cost structure is. TNO may want to sell licences. 

 

5 Conclusions 
As pointed out in the introduction, more and more employees are in danger of burn-out. To prevent 

this, we want to show employees their working patterns. We were interested in whether we can 

depict data in a way that individuals see warning signs and can take action in time. 

By applying Visual analytics we gained insight in our collected sensor data. Our most important 

conclusion is that users differ a lot in their behaviour. The patterns that arise in the data are very 

specific to the individual user. We investigated which Information visualization technique is most 

suitable in this scenario.  We decided to visualize several variables together. In this way we see 

(different) patterns emerging for (different) users. We think this approach works better than finding 

‘the best’ variables to display, as there is so much variation between users with respect to which 

variable is most informative. To sum up, the Visual analytics internship gave knowledge and new 

insights on Visual analytics and Information visualization. 

As a consequence, we got new ideas for integrating visualizations in the products of our partners. 

Regarding Visual analytics, it might be interesting to a) implement parts of our data analysis pipeline 

as Visual analytics tool to make similar (behavioural) research easier and b) to integrate 

visualizations into existing analysis procedures to gain additional insights into the data. Regarding 

Information Visualization, the developed visualizations might be interesting to use in sensor data 

collection platforms to look into collected data and spot interesting patterns. This can be of value for 

as well a) developers of smart algorithms as b) end users. A business model canvas was used to pin 

down potential business ideas. By filling in the canvas we made our customer segments, the value 

propositions that we provide and the required key activities and resources more specific. Cost 

structures and revenue streams can be worked out in more detail in the future. 

 


